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Organizations are spending more money and paying more attention than they ever have …

… but for many the problem seems to be getting worse

Organizations spent $71 billion on information security in 2014 according to Gartner
The most common answers focus on the “adversary” ... who is increasingly determined and sophisticated ...
and the view that adversaries are well funded ... often by organized crime and in some cases are even be “state sponsored”
But this is just one side of the coin ...
The things that organizations do to innovate and drive performance are the very things that create cyber risk.
We have connected our economy and our society using platforms designed for sharing information ... not protecting it
So how do you fix this.....

Being **SECURE** means having risk-prioritized controls to defend critical assets against known and emerging threats.

Being **VIGILANT** means having threat intelligence and situational awareness to anticipate and identify harmful behavior.

Being **RESILIENT** means being prepared and having the ability to recover from cyber incidents and minimize their impact.
Industry knowledge matters ...

because cyber risks vary significantly by sector ... as do regulatory requirements
#BorderlessCyber

Questions ?